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Director of special services talks about
co-teaching with board
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — During the May 30 board of education meeting, here, director of special services and supervisor of
instruction Elizabeth Cole made a presentation to board members, depicting what co-teaching is, and why it is
beneficial to the students.

Ms. Cole spoke about the co-teaching program during the board meeting because the school would like to start
highlighting special events and programs going on at the school during the meetings.

According to Ms. Cole, during the 2012-2013 school year, all two-team teacher teams in the school were trained
in co-teaching strategies.

Co-teaching is when two or more teachers share the teaching responsibilities for the instructional delivery in a
general education classroom.

Co-teachers should use strategies and activities that are impossible to accomplish in a one-teacher classroom,
she said. They should also use various student arrangements and group sizes in order to recognize each
student’s educational potential, she said.

The “underlying belief with co-teaching” is that the students are “our” students not
mine and your students, she said.

“That is critical to the co-teaching model,” she said.

According to Ms. Cole, Belmar Elementary School [BES] currently uses co-teaching in
third- to eighth-grade inclusion classes, classes where there is a general education
and basic skills teacher in a classroom and pre-kindergarten and kindergarten
classrooms, where there is a general education teacher and paraprofessional.

The key to co-teaching, Ms. Cole said, is collaboration, compatibility and
communication. The teachers must also have shared philosophies in areas such as classroom management and
instruction and assessment. Productive co-planning requires time to collaborate and an understanding of their
roles and responsibilities, she said.

Ms. Cole said co-teaching is almost like a marriage because teachers must be able to talk to each other about
important topics, such as pet peeves, classroom management and planning.

This year, the school created professional learning communities so teachers have time to collaborate with one
another, Ms. Cole said.

“We know the importance of teachers talking with each other,” she said.

Ms. Cole then spoke about the various co-teaching models, and gave the pros and cons of each. The co-teaching
models are: one teach, one assist; alternative teaching; parallel teaching; station teaching and team teaching.

ONE TEACH, ONE ASSIST

In the one teach, one assist model, one teacher leads the lesson, while another teacher assists and observes
the students, Ms. Cole said.
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Positive aspects of this model include providing basic support for students with diverse needs and the limited
planning needed together, she said.

The model’s challenges include students questioning the “assist” teacher’s authority, since the other teacher
primarily leads the lessons, and the “assist” teacher might feel like a glorified teaching assistant, she said.

To help this, Ms. Cole said the teachers should alternate being the lead teacher, so the students see them in an
equal way.

ALTERNATIVE TEACHING

In the alternative teaching model, one teacher works with a large group, while the other one works in a small
group, Ms. Cole said. A small group can be created for a number of reasons, including re-teaching a lesson,
special projects and for make-up work.

The key to this model is that the groups should never be the same students always being pulled to the small
group, she said.

Benefits from this model include all students benefit from the school group instruction and, if the general and
special educator alternate roles, equal status is maintained, she said.

The challenges include making sure the small group spans various purposes, she said.

PARALLEL TEACHING

In the parallel model, the class is divided in half and both teachers plan a lesson jointly and teach the same
lesson at the same time, Ms. Cole said.

The benefits of this include lowering the student to teacher ratio, which allows more interaction, and it allows
the teacher to monitor an individual student’s progress more closely, she said.

The challenges include the ability of the teachers to coordinate teaching so they are essentially teaching the
same lesson, Ms. Cole said. Also, the noise level might be high.

STATION TEACHING

In the station teaching model, a lesson is divided into several segments or stations around the classroom, she
said, noting the two teachers teach their half of the lesson then switch groups.

This model’s strengths include increasing instructional intensity and individualization, she said. While the
challenges include pacing the lesson, the ability of students to work independently and the noise level.

TEAM TEACHING

In the team teaching model, both teachers share teaching the lesson, with one teacher leading the lesson while
the other models or demonstrates it, she said.

This model’s benefits include allowing the teachers to blend their styles and expertise, and the challenges
include more planning and a higher level of trust and commitment are required, Ms. Cole said.

AT THE SCHOOL

Ms. Cole said all five models are used at BES, with the most popular being the station teaching, which she said
is the most effective.

“It’s the hardest one to plan for, but I think you get the best results,” she said.

At BES, “our co-teaching practices are moving full speed ahead to benefit all the children,” Ms. Cole said.
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Haley Behre covers Belmar for The Coast Star. She can be reached at hbehre@thecoaststar.com or 732-223-0076
Ext 17.
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